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Vehicle clustering is an efficient approach to improve the scalability of networking protocols in vehicular 
ad-hoc networks (VANETs). However, some characteristics, like highly dynamic topology and intermittent 
connections, may affect the performance of the clustering. Establishing and maintaining stable clusters 
is becoming one of big challenging issues in VANETs. Recent years’ researches prove that mobility 
metric based clustering schemes show better performance in improving cluster stability. Mobility metrics, 
including moving direction, vehicle density, relative velocity and relative distance, etc., are more suitable 
for VANETs instead of the received radio strength (RSS) and identifier number metrics, which are applied 
for MANETs clustering. In this paper, a new dynamic mobility-based and stability-based clustering scheme 
is introduced for urban city scenario. The proposed scheme applies vehicle’s moving direction, relative 
position and link lifetime estimation. We compared the performance of our scheme with Lowest-ID 
and the most recent and the most cited clustering algorithm VMaSC in terms of cluster head duration, 
cluster member duration, number of clusters, cluster head change rate and number of state changes. The 
extensive simulation results showed that our proposed scheme shows a better stability performance.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), are a vital part of Intel-
ligent Transportation System (ITS), which aims to improve road 
safety and information transmission efficiency on the road. With 
the developments of automotive manufacturing, intelligent vehi-
cle and wireless communication technologies, vehicles which are 
equipped with wireless interfaces can communicate with nearby 
vehicles directly through a V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) communica-
tion mode, as well as with fixed equipment, called Road Side 
Units (RSUs), through a V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) or I2V 
(Infrastructure-to-Vehicle) communication manner [1].

These types of wireless communications enable vehicles to 
share different kinds of information, including safety related in-
formation and (non-safety related) infotainment information, cor-
responding respectively to road safety and non-safety applications. 
Safety applications mainly focus on avoiding accidents. They re-
quire low latency and high reliability, whereas non-safety applica-
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tions aim to improve drivers and passengers comfort level and en-
hance traffic efficiency [2]. A detailed classification for road safety 
applications and their requirements is given in the standard of Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) [3].

VANETs have several characteristics that distinguish them from 
other multi-hop networks. Nodes in VANETs are highly mobile, 
leading to a high probability of network partitions, especially 
under highway scenarios. Therefore, the end-to-end communica-
tion cannot be guaranteed [4]. Intermittent connection may cause 
severe packet loss problem, and further influence traffic safety. 
Meanwhile, as a decentralized self-organizing network, VANETs is 
lack of a centralized management and coordination entity which 
is responsible for managing the bandwidth and contention op-
erations. Moreover, VANETs is a large scale network; however, 
the communication range of a vehicle is limited which may also 
cause a weak connectivity between nodes. Therefore, maintaining a 
global network topology is indispensable for a node. For these rea-
sons, a flat network topology is no longer effective for information 
transmission in VANETs [5]. To solve this problem, a hierarchical 
network topology, called cluster, has been proposed for VANETs.

A cluster is a virtual group of nodes having similar charac-
teristics. Clustering scheme is the method to divide vehicles into 
different groups according to some rules. Each cluster elects at 
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least one leader, called cluster head, who serves as a local cen-
tral management entity, performing intra-cluster communication 
arrangement, local information aggregation, and local information 
dissemination, etc. [4]. A cluster head is followed by one or more 
than one cluster members. As a hierarchical network, the first level 
of the network is called intra-cluster communication, where a clus-
ter member can directly communicate with its cluster head or 
nearby cluster members within the same cluster. The second level 
of the network is inter-cluster communication, by which a clus-
ter head communicates with nearby cluster heads or road side 
infrastructures. Sometimes, cluster gateway node is proposed for 
neighboring cluster communication [6].

In [6], a detailed survey of clustering schemes for VANETs is 
well presented. Clustering scheme performance is usually judged 
by cluster stability. Generally, clustering schemes, providing high 
cluster stability, should ensure the following properties: (1) lower 
transmission overhead; (2) longer cluster head lifetime and longer 
cluster member lifetime; (3) less average number of state changes 
per vehicle; (4) less cluster head changes.

In this paper, we present a simple dynamic mobility-based clus-
tering scheme in the purpose of establishing a stable network 
backbone for future data aggregation and information transmis-
sion. The proposed scheme is based on vehicles’ mobility patterns, 
including moving direction, relative velocity, relative distance, and 
link lifetime. Different from previous clustering schemes of which 
nodes are static during cluster formation, our scheme proposes a 
dynamic cluster formation procedure. A “temporary cluster head” 
is proposed to help cluster formation. In addition, we propose a 
“safe distance threshold” in order to control the cluster size. The 
proposed clustering scheme is evaluated in terms of cluster sta-
bility, and its performance is compared with Lowest-ID [7] and 
VMaSC [13] algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work in VANET clustering. Section 3 presents 
the new proposed clustering algorithm from the aspects of cluster 
head selection, cluster formation and cluster maintenance. Sec-
tion 4 presents the simulation environment and the performance 
analysis of our scheme. Section 5 concludes the paper and briefly 
introduces our future work.

2. Related work

Generally, clustering procedure can be separated into cluster 
head (CH) selection, cluster formation, and cluster maintenance. 
CH selection allows vehicles to choose the CH in a centralized 
or distributed manner; the selection criteria are presented in the 
following part of this section. Cluster formation process aims to 
establish the communication link between CH and its cluster mem-
bers (CMs). Normally, a stable cluster requires a stable link be-
tween CH and CMs. However, because of the dynamic nature 
of VANETs, individual links may come into existence and van-
ish unpredictably, making the task of establishing and maintain-
ing communication between fast-moving vehicles very challenging 
[8]. Cluster maintenance process focuses on solving the cluster re-
formation and vehicle re-affiliation problems. A good cluster main-
tenance scheme should generate less control overhead and should 
not use too much network resources. This section introduces some 
clustering algorithms in VANETs.

2.1. Cluster topology

In terms of cluster topology, clustering schemes can be classi-
fied into single-hop clustering and multi-hop clustering, indicating 
the maximum number of hops from a cluster head to its farthest 
cluster member.

The majority of clustering algorithms are based on single-hop 
clusters in which the CM is one-hop away from its CH. CH only 
chooses its CMs from the local vicinities. Vehicle information is
broadcasted through periodic beacon messages [9]. Lowest-ID [7]
is a clustering algorithm originally proposed for MANETs. The CH 
is the vehicle which has the lowest identifier among its neigh-
bors. Every node determines its cluster and only one cluster in 
a distributed manner. Lowest-ID provides single-hop and non-
overlapping clusters which reduce the use of bandwidth. One-hop 
cluster topology can reduce the cluster formation time and de-
crease cluster management overhead while fewer information ex-
changes are required. However, the number of vehicles in a cluster 
usually depends on vehicle’s transmission range and vehicle den-
sity. When vehicle density is very high, collision could happen in 
the cluster and would cause high packet loss rate. When vehicle 
density is very low, a vehicle is unable to detect neighbors. To 
solve this problem, VWCA [10] proposed an adaptive transmission 
range algorithm (AART), based on the intra-cluster communication 
standard, Dedicated Short-range Communication (DSRC) standard 
[11]. Vehicle can change the transmission range dynamically from 
100 m to 1000 m according to vehicle density.

In recent years, researchers focus on building up multi-hop 
clusters. In [12], Zhang et al. firstly proposed a multi-hop clus-
tering algorithm for VANETs, based on vehicle’s relative mobility. 
The cluster size is limited by the number of hops between CH and 
its farthest CM. The algorithm proposed in [13], known as VMaSC, 
is addressed as the first multi-hop clustering scheme to simulate 
under realistic traffic scenario, which is generated by Simulation 
of Urban MObility (SUMO) [14]. The scheme aims to provide more 
stable clusters and to reduce the number of CHs in the network. 
The CH election is based on the calculated relative mobility with 
respect to its neighbors. The performance of VMaSC was compared 
with [12] for 1-hop, 2-hops, 3-hops, and VMaSC shows a better 
performance in terms of CH duration, CM duration and CH change 
times, especially when the cluster size is set to 3-hop. Generally, 
compared to single-hop clustering schemes, a multi-hop cluster-
ing scheme requires more Beacon exchanges within the maximum 
number of hops, which may cause the increase in the number 
of connections lost and longer cluster formation time. Simulation 
results in VMaSC [13] show that the cluster stability decreases con-
siderably when the maximum number of hops is above 3. Chen et 
al. [15] proposed a neighborhood following strategy for multi-hop 
clustering, in which, each vehicle finds a stable target to follow. 
The vehicle only needs to know the information of its local one-
hop neighbors, thus, it reduces the packet loss problem.

2.2. Clustering metrics

Clustering schemes can also be classified based on clustering 
metrics, including CH selection metrics and cluster formation met-
rics. A simple and direct way to choose a CH is selecting the 
first vehicle moving in a certain direction. Cluster platooning in 
CONVOY [16], proposed for highway scenarios selects the first ve-
hicle as a CH. Vehicles within the predefined maximum distance 
to CH are combined together, which construct a multi-hop cluster. 
MC-DRIVE [17] proposed a direction-based clustering algorithm 
for intersection area. The first vehicle moving in a certain direc-
tion was selected as CH; clusters are formed in one-hop based on 
CHs’ transmission range (TR). However, this simple CH selection 
mechanism is only suitable for simple road topology, like straight 
highway.

Instead of simply choosing the first vehicle as CH, most clus-
tering mechanisms prefer calculating the stability of a node to its 
surroundings. MOBIC [18] was the first article proposing aggregate 
mobility (it was originally proposed for ad hoc networks). Each 
node calculates its relative mobility to all of its neighbors based on 
Received Signal Strength (RSS). The node with the lowest aggregate 
mobility is chosen as the CH. Similar to MOBIC, the New-ALM [19]
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also chooses a node with less variance relative to its surroundings 
as a CH. Instead of using the RSS parameter, New-ALM calculated 
relative distance between nodes. Later, to improve the cluster sta-
bility, the paper [12] proposed a K-hop clustering. K-hop relative 
mobility is based on the ratio of packet delivery delay of two 
consecutive packets. PPC [20] is also a multi-hop clustering mech-
anism which is based on vehicles’ speed variations and the pre-
dicted traveling time. Vehicle’s “Eligibility” value, indicating cluster 
stability, decreases exponentially with the increased speed devia-
tion. APROVE [21] is based on a data clustering technique, called 
Affinity Propagation (AP) [22]. Each vehicle sends hello messages 
periodically, aggregating availability and responsibility messages. 
Vehicles’ relative distance, position and prediction position of near 
future are used in [21]. Vehicle with highest sum of availability 
and responsibility value is selected as a CH. Moreover, a cluster 
contention time (CCI) is proposed when two CHs encounter each 
other in order to reduce the unnecessary cluster reformation. SCRP 
[23] is a cluster-based routing protocol using Dominating Set (DS), 
which attempts to select a small number of mobile nodes as dom-
inating nodes to form a stable backbone in a network.

Some other clustering mechanisms are based on Weighted Clus-
tering Algorithm (WCA). The CH selection is based on the weighted 
sum operation. In [24], the author proposed a lane-based cluster-
ing algorithm based on vehicles’ relative speed, relative position 
and traffic flow. Each lane can be distributed with a certain weight 
according to the traffic flow. VWCA [10] calculates the weighted 
clustering value based on the metrics: vehicle distrust value, en-
tropy value, number of neighbors and relative position. The vehicle 
with the minimum weighted sum value in the neighbor is selected 
as CH. Another weighted clustering mechanism AMACAD [25] was 
proposed based on vehicle’s final destination. In AMACAD, vehi-
cles with similar destinations have higher possibility to stay in the 
same cluster. The weighted sum is calculated based on vehicles’ 
relative destinations, final destinations, relative speed and current 
position.

2.3. Cluster performance evaluation

As well as we know, the majority of clustering algorithms pro-
posed for VANETs focus on improving the cluster stability. Gener-
ally, cluster stability can be evaluated from the following aspects: 
CH duration, CH change rate, re-clustering frequency, and average 
state change rate per node, etc. Cluster stability is a crucial mea-
sure of the efficiency of clustering algorithms for VANETs. In [26], 
the author presented a stochastic analysis of the vehicle mobil-
ity impact on single-hop cluster stability, and a stochastic mobility 
model was proposed.

In this paper, a new mobility-based clustering algorithm for 
VANETs is presented. We evaluate cluster stability from the follow-
ing aspects: average cluster head lifetime, average cluster member 
lifetime, average state change rate per node, cluster head change 
rate, and average number of clusters.

3. Proposed approach

The paper focuses on proposing a new clustering algorithm 
based on V2V communication for urban city scenario. It assumes 
that every vehicle is equipped with an On Board Unit (OBU) wire-
less transceiver/receiver and has a GPS receiver that can update 
vehicle’s location on the road. Meanwhile, each vehicle can calcu-
late the relative velocity with respect to its one hop neighbors, as 
well as detect the relative distance to its vicinities.

3.1. Cluster definition

We suppose that vehicles enter the road segment one by one 
with a predefined traffic flow rate. Each vehicle moving on the 
Fig. 1. Clusters (T R: Transmission Range; L: cluster length; Dt : Safe Distance thresh-
old; GW i, GW b: Gateway node.).

Table 1
Notations.

Notation Description

T R Transmission range
B I Beacon interval

Dt Safe distance threshold
M I Merge interval
V i Vehicle i
Ci Cluster i
C Hi Cluster head i
C Mi Cluster member i
C Hti Temporary cluster head i
U Ni Undecided node i
Dir(i) Moving direction of V i

�Dij Relative distance between V i and V j

Li Length of cluster Ci

TU N Timer for UN transfer to CHt
TC Ht Timer for CHt transfer to CH
T wb Timer for CH to monitor Beacon from its CM
C I D Cluster ID
C MLi CM list of C Hi

Lmerge Length of the merged cluster
BLi Beacon list of C Hi , recording the received Beacons

road broadcasts a Beacon message at every Beacon Interval (BI). 
According to the clustering metrics we have mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2, cluster head (CH) should be the vehicle which has higher 
relatively stability among its neighboring vehicles. Therefore, we 
choose the vehicle nearest to the central geographical position 
of a cluster as the CH, so that its neighbors should spend more 
travel time to leave the cluster, and the cluster is considered to be 
more stable. Cluster members (CMs) are selected from CH’s one-
hop neighbor set.

Fig. 1 shows two clusters on a straight road, cluster Ci and clus-
ter Ci+1 (clusters are represented by rectangles). Cluster head is in 
the central position, and the length of the cluster is smaller than 
twice of CH’s transmission range (TR). In our proposed clustering 
scheme, each cluster consists of two gateway nodes moving on the 
edge of the cluster: one is moving ahead and another one is mov-
ing in the end of the cluster.

Due to the rapid changes of vehicle mobility, vehicles on the 
edge of CH’s transmission range are considered not being stable 
enough, and may cause frequent CM disconnections and CM re-
clustering. To solve this problem, we introduce a “Safe Distance 
Threshold”, denoted as Dt , which should be smaller than vehicle’s 
TR, Dt ≤ T R . Therefore, the vehicles within Dt range of the CH 
are considered having more stable links with their CH. The size of 
the cluster is defined as L ≤ 2Dt . Table 1 lists the notations used 
through this study.
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Fig. 2. State transition machine.

3.2. Cluster state transition

In the proposed clustering algorithm, a vehicle may have one of 
the following 4 states: Undecided Node (UN), Cluster Head (CH), 
Cluster Member (CM), and Temporary Cluster Head (CHt). The 
states are specified in the following:

• UN: Initial state of all vehicles, which means that the vehicle 
does not belong to any clusters.

• CH: The leader of the cluster, which can communicate with 
all of its members. Each cluster has only one CH and each CH 
maintains a CM list, CML, recording the information of its CMs.

• CM: The normal vehicle which is a one-hop neighbor of a CH. 
A particular type of CM is the gateway node (GW), which is 
responsible for inter-cluster communication and is located on 
the edge of the cluster. Each cluster may have two gateway 
nodes: GW i , moving ahead of the cluster, and GWb , moving 
in the end of the cluster.

• CHt: The temporary CH vehicle. It only appears at the begin-
ning of cluster formation procedure and disappears when the 
CH is elected.

Fig. 2 illustrates the possible state transitions of a vehicle. The 
vehicle starts with an UN state and sets a timer TU N , during which 
it hears Beacon message from a CH or a CHt. In our study, Bea-
con messages, which are broadcasted by CH or CHt vehicles, are 
denoted as Beacon_AC K message, aggregating confirmation infor-
mation. Each Beacon_AC K message contains an AC K _list , a list of 
node identifiers. If the UN vehicle does not hear any Beacon_AC K
message until TU N expires, it changes its state to CHt; otherwise, 
it changes the state to CM upon receiving a confirmation beacon 
message, called Beacon_ACK message, from a CH or a CHt.

The CHt vehicle sets a timer TC Ht and initiates a cluster for-
mation process which will be described in the next section. Upon 
Beacon_AC K message reception from a CH, CHt will change its 
state to CM if it does not have any followers, C ML = ∅. In another 
situation, the CHt vehicle changes to CM during a CH selection 
procedure, described in the next section. Otherwise, the CHt vehi-
cle changes to CH when TC Ht expires.

When a C Hi hears a Beacon_AC K message from a neighboring 
C H j , it checks whether it has CMs or not. If C MLi = ∅, it changes 
its state to a CM of C H j . Furthermore, when cluster merging hap-
pens, a CH vehicle can also change state to a CM of the merged 
cluster.

The CM vehicle will change the state to CH when it receives 
C H_noti f ication message from its CHt, or when it is selected as 
Fig. 3. Cluster formation.

CH in the merged cluster during cluster merging process. A CM 
vehicle can hear Beacon_AC K messages periodically from its CH or 
CHt, otherwise, it changes the state back to UN if it is no longer the 
CM of the current cluster, which will be described in Section 3.6.2.

3.3. Cluster formation

As been shown in Fig. 3, a vehicle i in the UN state, U Ni , tries 
to join an existing cluster by listening to the Beacon message from 
a CH or CHt during the time period TU N . If U Ni fails to join an 
existing cluster when TU N expires, it claims itself as a CHt node 
C Hti , and sets its CID. Meanwhile, C Hti starts a timer TC Ht and 
begins a cluster formation procedure, as described in Section 3.4.

During the time period TU N , if U Ni hears a Beacon_AC K mes-
sage from C H j or C Ht j , it checks whether it is on the AC K _list . 
If yes, U Ni changes its state to CM directly and sets its cluster 
identifier C I D = j; otherwise, it checks whether it is a CM candi-
date of C H j or C Ht j . In this paper, the CM candidate should be 
the vehicle which are moving in the same direction with its CH, 
Dir(i) = Dir( j). U Ni sends a Req Join message to C H j or C Ht j , if 
it is a CM candidate.

Upon receiving a Req Join message from vehicle V i (V i could 
be in the state UN or CH), C H j checks the following conditions 
to confirm that the requester is a qualified CM: (1) the relative 
distance between V i and C H j , �Dij , should be smaller than the 
predefined Dt , �Dij ≤ Dt ; (2) V i is not on C ML j (the CM list of 
C H j ).

If V i is a qualified CM, C H j adds the information of V i into 
its CM list C ML j . Meanwhile, C H j adds the identifier of V i to its 
confirmation list, AC K _list , which will be broadcasted within its 
next Beacon_AC K message. It is noticed, only vehicles in the state 
CH or CHt can broadcast a Beacon_AC K message.

3.4. Cluster head selection

Similar to a CH, CHt can also add qualified CMs according to the 
conditions mentioned above. However, CHt only adds CMs which 
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are in its neighborhood. Algorithm 1 describes a CH selection pro-
cedure initiated by a vehicle C Ht j .

Upon receiving a Req Join message from U Ni moving behind, if 
C Ht j detects the relative distance �Dij > Dt and C ML j �= ∅, C Ht j
selects the farthest CM C Mk in its C ML j to be the CH, and sends 
a C H_noti f ication message, containing its CM list C ML j , to inform 
C Mk to become C Hk . Meanwhile, C Ht j changes to C M j state and 
resets C I D = k. After receiving a C H_noti f ication message, C Hk
adds CMs and broadcasts a Beacon_AC K to inform its CMs to reset 
C I D = k. C Hk continues the cluster formation process via adding 
new CMs. In another case, if C Ht j is still in the state CHt and 
C ML j = ∅ when TC Ht expires, C Ht j claims itself as C H j .

Algorithm 1 CH selection process.
while TC Ht �= 0 && C Ht j is still in state CHt do

if C Ht j receives Req Join from U Ni then
if U Ni is moving behind C Ht j && �Dij <= Dt then

C ML j ← U Ni

AC K _list ← U Ni

C Ht j broadcasts Beacon_AC K at next B I
else

if U Ni is moving behind C Ht j && �Dij > Dt && C ML j �= ∅ then
C Ht j chooses the farthest vehicle C Mk from C ML j

C Ht j sends C H_noti f ication to C Mk

C Ht j → C M j

C I D ← k
end if

end if
end if

end while
if TC Ht == 0 && C Ht j is still in state CHt && C ML j �= ∅ then

C Ht j → C H j

end if

When C Mk receives C H_noti f ication
C Mk → C Hk

C MLk ← C ML j

C I D ← k
C Hk broadcasts Beacon_AC K

3.5. Gateway node selection

As soon as the CH is selected and the cluster is well formed, 
C Hk selects two CMs, which are moving on the edge, to be the 
GW nodes. However, it happens sometimes that two GW candi-
dates have the same relative distance from their CH. To solve this 
problem, we introduce an estimated connection time between CH 
and CM, called link lifetime (LLT), to evaluate the link sustainabil-
ity. A higher LLT represents a more sustainable link. CH will select 
the GW node which has larger LLT value. The work in [27] gives 
the definition of LLT, shown in Eq. (1), when two vehicles are mov-
ing in the same or opposite directions. Although vehicle position 
should be represented by x-coordinate and y-coordinate, this study 
assumes the trajectory of all vehicular nodes to be a straight line, 
as the lane width is small. Thus, the y-coordinate can be ignored. 
We denote the positions of Vk and V j by xk and x j , respectively.

LLTkj = −�vkj ∗ �Dkj + �vkj ∗ T R

(�vkj)
2

(1)

�Dkj = |xk − x j| (2)

�vkj = |vk − v j| (3)

Note that the T R is the transmission range of the vehicle, vk
and v j are the velocities of C Hk and C M j , respectively.

3.6. Cluster maintenance

Due to the high dynamic nature of VANETs, vehicles keep join-
ing and leaving clusters frequently, thus, causing extra mainte-
nance overhead. In our proposed scheme, Clusters are dynamically 
Fig. 4. Cluster merging (Lmerge : length of the merged cluster; Dt : Safe Distance 
threshold.).

moving on the road, with their CH inside of the clusters. When CH 
loses all of its CMs, it becomes an UN node. Otherwise, it remains 
as CH until cluster merging process happens. Therefore, in our pro-
posed scheme, the cluster maintenance procedure only deals with 
cluster merging and vehicle leaving steps.

1) Cluster merging: The proposed algorithm allows cluster to be 
overlapped. However, when two neighboring clusters Ci and Ci+1
have a big overlapping area, as presented in Fig. 4, cluster merg-
ing procedure is triggered. Instead of having two CHs, a single 
CH is selected. When the distance of two CHs is smaller than the 
predetermined threshold Dt , cluster merging procedure begins. To 
avoid frequent re-clustering, cluster merging is deferred. Instead 
of starting the cluster merging procedure immediately, the merg-
ing procedure begins if two CHs can always hear each other and 
are always within the range of Dt during the Merge Interval (MI). 
Once the cluster merging process begins, C Hi+1, moving behind, 
will send a ReqMerge message to C Hi , the CH moving ahead. Clus-
ter merging process is described in Algorithm 2.

Upon ReqMerge message reception from C Hi+1, C Hi estimates 
the potential merged cluster size Lmerge . If Lmerge ≤ 2Dt , clus-
ter merging is permitted and a CH for the merged cluster, called 
C Hmerge , is selected, which is the nearest node to the geographi-
cal central position of the merged cluster. After selecting C Hmerge , 
previous CHs will send a AC K _merge message, containing their 
CMs list C ML, to C Hmerge , and claims themselves as the CMs of 
C Hmerge . The C Hmerge adds all of the CMs to its C ML and broad-
casts a Beacon_AC K message to inform its CMs to change their 
C I D .

Algorithm 2 Cluster merging process.
Upon receiving ReqMerge
C Hi estimates Lmerge

if Lmerge ≤ 2 ∗ Dt then
C Hi selects central CM C Mm to be C Hmerge

C Hi and C Hi+1 sends AC K _merge along with their C ML to C Mm respectively
C Hi → C Mi

C Hi+1 → C Mi+1
C I D ← m

end if

Upon receiving AC K _merge
C Mm → C Hmerge

C MLm ← C MLi , C MLm ← C MLi+1
C I D ← m
C Hmerge broadcasts Beacon_AC K

2) Leaving a cluster: In the proposed approach, each CH creates 
and updates a C ML dynamically. CH has to monitor the pres-
ence of its CMs per every waiting beacon interval, denoted as T wb . 
Therefore, CH can detect CM disconnection as long as it does not 
receive the Beacon message from its CM at least T wb time period. 
Moreover, each CH creates a beacon list (BL) in order to record the 
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Table 2
List of important messages.

Name of the message Source Dissemination type

Beacon UN or CM Broadcast
Beacon_AC K CH or CHt Broadcast
ReqJoin Any single node Towards a CH or CHt
ReqMerge CH Towards a CH
C H_notification CH or CHt Towards a new merged CH
AC K _U N CH Towards a CM

reception of its CMs’ Beacons. Once a CH, for example C Hi , receives 
a Beacon message from C M j , it checks whether C M j is within the 
range of Dt . If �Dij ≤ Dt , C Hi updates the information of C M j
and set BLi( j) to 1, indicating the reception of the information of 
C M j ; otherwise, it deletes C M j from C MLi .

Algorithm 3 Leaving a cluster.
When C Hi receives Beacon from C M j

if C M j ∈ C MLi && �Dij ≤ Dt then
BLi( j) ← 1
C Hi updates the information of C M j in C MLi

end if

Every time when T wb == 0
for all C Mk ∈ C MLi do

if BLi(k) == 0 then
C Hi deletes C Mk and BLi(k)

else
if BLi(k) == 1 then

BLi(k) ← 0
end if

end if
end for
Restart T wb

3) CML and GW updating: Every time when a CH receives a Bea-
con message from its CM, it updates CM’s information, for example 
the position, in its C ML. Therefore, every CH can monitor its C ML
dynamically. Once the C ML is updated, GW i and GWb selection 
functions are triggered immediately and cluster’s gateway infor-
mation will also be updated according to the process described in 
Section 3.5.

3.7. Important messages

Table 2 presents a set of important messages transmitted dur-
ing the clustering procedure, and the message dissemination types 
are demonstrated. Every message must contain the following pa-
rameters: message type, source ID, source state, cluster identifier 
C I D , x-coordination x, y-coordination y, velocity v , and direction 
Dir. Compared to a simple Beacon message, Beacon_AC K adds a 
AC K _list , and is only broadcasted by a CH or CHt.

4. Simulation

In this section, we provide a deep analysis of our proposed clus-
tering scheme, and compare the clustering performance with two 
existing algorithms, Lowest-ID [7] and VMaSC [13]. Since both the 
proposed algorithms and Lowest-ID are based on one-hop cluster, 
the one-hop VMaSC is implemented in our simulation. All of the 
clustering algorithms are implemented on NS2 [28], and the test-
ing scenarios are all generated by Simulation of Urban MObility 
(SUMO) [14].

In the testing scenarios, the road topology consists of a two-
lane and two-way road of length 15 km. Vehicles are deployed in 
the road with a predefined traffic flow rate (vehicles per hour), de-
noted as TFR. The maximum vehicle velocity, being allowed on the 
road, is called maximum lane speed (MLS). We consider 100 vehi-
cles, 50 vehicles for each direction.
Table 3
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Simulation time 300 s
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
TR 200 m
Number of vehicles 100
Road length 15 km
Length of car 5 m
Acceleration rate 2.6 m/s2

Deceleration rate 4.5 m/s2

Maximum lane speed (MLS) 10–40 m/s
Traffic flow rate (TFR) 1200 vehicles/hour
Dt 100–200 m
BI 1.0 s
MI 10.0 s
T wb 5.0 s
Propagation model Two-Ray Ground
Number of iterations 10
Mobility model Car-following model

We firstly evaluate the impacts of “Safe Distance threshold” Dt . 
Traffic flow rate is set to 1200 vehicles per hour, and maximum 
lane speed is set to 20 m/s, which is considered a regular speed on 
the road. The value of Dt is set to be in the range of 100–200 m, 
smaller than vehicle’s transmission range. Therefore, cluster size is 
in the range of 200–400 m, as defined in our algorithm.

The second simulation evaluates the impacts of the Beacon In-
terval (BI) on the cluster stability with the increased maximum 
lane speed (MLS). The set of MLS are specified as follows: 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30, 35, 40 m/s; traffic flow rate is set to 1200 vehicles per 
hour. The BI is set to 0.5 s, 1.0 s and 2.0 s respectively.

In the third simulation, we evaluate the impacts of the maxi-
mum lane speed (MLS) on cluster stability, and compare the clus-
tering performance of the proposed algorithm with Lowest-ID [7], 
denoted as LID, and one-hop VMaSC [13], denoted as VMaSC_1hop 
under the same context. The set of maximum lane speed are spec-
ified as follows: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 m/s. The traffic flow rate 
is set to 1200 vehicles per hour. To make a fair comparison, T wb
is set to 5.0 s, the same value as C H_T I M E R when implementing 
VMaSC [13], and the same value of information updating interval 
in LID [7].

For each testing scenario, simulation runs for 800 s. The clus-
tering process starts at time Tstart , the time when all vehicles have 
entered the road, and ends at time Tend , before which most of ve-
hicles are still on the road. According to the testing scenarios, we 
set Tstart = 160 s and Tend = 460 s. Therefore, the clustering simu-
lation time is 300 s. All of the simulations run 10 times. According 
to previous related works (e.g., [12,13,21]), our simulation param-
eters are selected as illustrated in Table 3.

4.1. Performance metrics

The clustering performance metrics, used for cluster stability 
evaluation and comparison, are described as follows:

• Average number of clusters: as long as the CH is alive, there is 
a cluster. This metric allows us evaluating the quality of clus-
ter formation. In the worst case, each vehicle represents an 
independent cluster; therefore, clustering algorithm is mean-
ingless.

• Average CH duration: this metric represents the cluster’s life-
time, the time interval between a vehicle becoming a CH and 
changing to another state. In general, a longer duration of CH 
represents a more stable cluster. In this paper, the normalized 
average CH duration is the percentage time period of the total 
simulation time.
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Fig. 5. Impacts of Dt on cluster performance.

• Average CM duration: it defines the average time interval from 
a node joining an existing cluster as a CM to leaving the con-
nected cluster or to becoming a CH. The normalized average 
CM duration is the percentage time period of the total simula-
tion time.

• Average CH change rate (per second): the cluster head change 
rate defines the number of state transitions from CH to an-
other state per unit time.

• Average state change (per node): this metric indicates the 
number of state transitions in each vehicle during the clus-
tering procedure.

• Clustering efficiency: it is defined as the percentage of vehicles 
participating in clustering procedure (vehicles which are not in 
UN state) during the simulation. A higher clustering efficiency 
means a better clustering performance.

• CM disconnection frequency (per second): it illustrates the to-
tal number of times that CMs lose the connections to their 
current CHs per unit time.

4.2. Results and analysis

1) “Safe Distance threshold” Dt: Fig. 5 presents the impacts of 
“Safe Distance threshold” Dt . In Fig. 5(a), with the increased Dt , 
less clusters are organized during the simulation. This is because 
that more vehicles are combined in a cluster as CMs when the 
cluster length increases under the same traffic density. The num-
bers of vehicles in CHt and UN states (both are temporary states) 
remain stable when cluster size is becoming larger. Fig. 5(b) shows 
the average CH duration, represented as the percentage of total 
simulation time. The average CH duration increases slightly but re-
mains relatively stable, when Dt increases. Fig. 5(c) illustrates that 
the average CM duration decreases slightly with the increased clus-
ter size. We observe that Dt has small impacts on both the CH 
duration and CM duration.

2) Beacon Interval (BI): According to ETSI standard [29], the Co-
operative Awareness Message (CAM) is broadcasted with the fre-
quency 1–10 Hz (0.1 s–1 s). Therefore, in our simulation, we set 
BI to 1.0 s as the default value, and change BI to 0.5 s and 2.0 s 
respectively, in order to evaluate its impacts on our proposed algo-
rithm.

The results in Fig. 6 show the cluster performance in terms of 
average number of vehicles in each state (Fig. 6(a)), average CH 
Fig. 6. Impact of BI on cluster performance with the increased maximum lane speed 
(MLS).

Fig. 7. Average duration of each vehicle state of the proposed scheme.

Fig. 8. Vehicle state lifetime comparison under the impact of vehicle’s MLS.

duration (Fig. 6(b)), and average CM duration (Fig. 6(c)). From the 
results, we observe that BI has slight impact on the cluster per-
formance. According to the simulation results, BI is set to 1.0 s in 
the rest of the simulation. In Fig. 6(a), we observe that the number 
of vehicles in the state CH increases with the increased maximum 
vehicle velocity, and meanwhile, the number of CM vehicles de-
creases. This is because that with the increased vehicle velocity, 
some CMs may move out of the cluster and may become iso-
lated vehicles. Then, if the isolated vehicle cannot successfully re-
connect to another existing cluster, a new cluster will be formed, 
increasing the number of CHs.

3) Impact of maximum lane speed: Fig. 7 presents the averaged 
lifetime of each vehicle state with the increased maximum lane 
speed (MLS), in the proposed algorithm. We observe that when 
vehicle velocity increases from 10 m/s to 40 m/s, vehicle state life-
time is relatively stable. The CHt lifetime is very small because it is 
a temporary state which only appears in the beginning of a cluster 
formation process.
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Fig. 9. Vehicle state number comparison under the impact of vehicle’s MLS.

Fig. 10. Cluster stability comparison under the impact of vehicle’s MLS.
The results in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, compare the cluster stabil-
ity among the proposed clustering algorithm to Lowest-ID (LID) 
and VMaSC (VMaSC_1 hop), from the aspects of the vehicle state 
duration, the number of vehicle states, and the number of state 
changing, respectively.

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) reveal the impacts of the maximum ve-
hicle velocity on the averaged CH lifetime and CM lifetime. It is 
obvious that both the averaged CH and CM duration of LID and 
VMaSC_1hop decrease rapidly when MLS increases. In Fig. 8(a), 
when vehicles move slowly on the road, both the mean CH du-
ration of LID and VMaSC_1hop are higher than that of our scheme. 
However, their CH duration decreases rapidly with the increased 
MLS, especially for LID. The CH duration of VMaSC_1hop is always 
higher than that of our scheme until MLS becomes bigger than 
33 m/s. This is because in our scheme, CHt assists cluster forma-
tion and CH is selected during the cluster formation process, while 
CH selection happens in the beginning in VMaSC_1hop and LID. 
In Fig. 8(b), the CM duration in our scheme remains the highest 
one when MLS is bigger than 17 m/s. When MLS becomes big-
ger than 30 m/s, the CM duration of our scheme is almost two 
times of VMaSC_1hop. The results in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) well 
explain this consequence that with the increased MLS, cluster be-
comes less stable and many vehicles change to the temporary state 
in VMaSC_1hop [13], therefore, reduces the average CH and CM 
duration.

Results in Fig. 9 show that both the number of the CHs and 
the number of UNs in our scheme are slightly lower than the re-
sults of LID. Moreover, when MLS becomes larger, many CHs and 
CMs in VMaSC_1hop change to UN state (SE state in [13]). There-
fore, the number of CHs and CMs of VMaSC_1hop in Fig. 9(a) and 
in Fig. 9(b) decrease and the number of UNs in Fig. 9(c) grows 
quickly.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the details of state transitions during the 
clustering process. The results in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) reveal 
that both the CH change rate and vehicle state change times of LID 
grow quickly when MLS is increasing. In LID, CH changes its state 
as soon as it detects a neighbor vehicle having an identifier smaller 
than itself. When vehicle velocity increases, vehicle’s neighbor list 
changes considerably, causing more frequent CH change rate. CH 
change rates of VMaSC_1hop and our scheme are both very low 
and remain relatively stable in Fig. 10(a). In our scheme, CH may 
change to a CM when cluster merging happens or when it loses all 
of its CMs, as mentioned in Section 3. In Fig. 10(b), the number of 
state transitions for each vehicle in VMaSC_1hop and our scheme 
are higher than that of LID. This is because more vehicle states are 
defined in these two schemes compared to LID.

The CM disconnection frequency, shown in Fig. 10(c), presents 
a similar growth trend compared to the results in Fig. 10(b). It is 
because that vehicle state transition always happens when a CM 
loses the link connection with its current CH. Since state transition 
in LID is identifier-based, Fig. 10(c) only compares our scheme and 
VMaSC_1hop. It is obvious that our scheme shows a very low CM 
disconnection frequency compared to VMaSC_1hop, indicating that 
our scheme provides higher cluster stability.

From the results in Fig. 10(d), we observe that both LID and our 
scheme perform a very high clustering efficiency, which is close 
to 100% when MLS increases. It means that almost all of vehicles 
on the road participate in clustering procedure during the simula-
tion. However, with the growth of MLS, the clustering efficiency of 
VMaSC_1hop decreases significantly. It is because the number of 
UN nodes increases rapidly when MLS becomes high, as shown in 
Fig. 9(c).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel dynamic mobility-based 
clustering scheme for VANETs. In our scheme, vehicles are clus-
tered in a single-hop based cluster limited by a predetermined 
value “Safe Distance Threshold” Dt , where Dt ≤ T R . CH is selected 
as the vehicle which is at the geographical center of a cluster, and 
CMs are within Dt range of the CH, moving in the same direction. 
A new vehicle state, called temporary cluster head CHt, is proposed 
in order to help cluster formation process. CHt vehicle only exists 
at the beginning of a cluster formation procedure. It changes its 
state to CH or CM as soon as the CH is selected. Cluster main-
tenance mechanisms are proposed, including cluster merging and 
leaving a cluster procedure.

Extensive simulations in NS2 with the vehicle mobility input 
from SUMO demonstrate the superior cluster performance of our 
scheme over LID scheme and VMaSC scheme, in terms of aver-
age cluster number, average CH duration, average CM duration, CH 
change rate, number of vehicle state changes, CM disconnection 
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frequency, and clustering efficiency. The simulation results show 
that our proposed clustering scheme provides higher cluster sta-
bility even in a high dynamic traffic scenario.

As future work, we aim to investigate the impact of the number 
of hops on the cluster performance, since our algorithm is based 
on one-hop approach. Moreover, we will implement our proposed 
clustering algorithm for data aggregation and data dissemination 
for recent VANETs applications.
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